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FAQ for Lab #6 
Version 2: November 24, 2010 

1. I’m lost 

 Read the lab carefully and check whether or not you have skipped any steps.  Parts of the 
lab require some exploration of additional reading material available from the lab web site.  It can 
take over two hours to get to Step 8. 

 I will be available in the lab on specific days and times to help you out.  Please check 
your emails for updates. 

 

2.  Why can’t I login to the archive with my unsername “anonomous12345” that was 
included in my email message from STScI? 

 Your login name is just “anonymous”, without the numbers at the end.  Most likely, after 
you login successfully, you will navigate to a directory called “anonymous12345”.  For example, 
after the ftp login is successful, try navigating step-by-step to the right directory.  Such as: 

 >cd /stage 

 >ls 

 >cd anonymous 

 >ls 

 >cd anonymous12345 

3.  What are RA and DEC? 

 RA is Right Ascension, DEC is Declination.  These specify position on the celestial 
sphere.  You might need to do additional exploration on the web or in the textbooks to learn more 
about the formatting of these numbers. 

4.  The SSH command does not work in step 5. 

 Note that there is a space between SSH and –XC.  Note that the password is for the user 
ugastro, which you might recall has the number four in two places. 

 >ssh   -XC  ugastro@ceres 

5.  Why aren’t IRAF commands working? 

 One likely explanation is that IRAF did not launch correctly when you typed “cl” in your 
terminal.  The basic necessity is that a file called “login.cl” is contained IN the directory you are 
in when you lauch IRAF.  You should also see a directory called “uparm” [user parameters] 

 >cd  directorywithmyname 

 >ls  [should show your HST data files] 

 >mkiraf [should create login.cl and uparm] 

 >ls  [confirm that login.cl and uparm exist in your directory 

 >cl  [should start IRAF successfully] 

 cl> ls   [should show the files in your directory] 
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6.  In FAX item #5 above, what is the difference between “>” and “cl>”? 

 Note that when you are in a regular command terminal, the prompt may looks like this: 

 > 

 Or it may look nlike this: 

 [ugastro@ceres ~]$ 

 Note that after you start IRAF successfully, the prompt changes to something that 
initially looks like this: 

 cl> 

 Note that as you load different packages in IRAF, the “cl>” prompt might change to 
different two-letter combinations.  For example, if the first thing you do is load the noao package: 

 cl> noao 

 no> type in something else  

 

When you quit out of IRAF,  you type “logout” and then the prompt returns to “>” or whatever 
you would normally expect. 

 

7.  IRAF doesn’t work. 

 Here’s a recap from the above.  First, type “pwd” [print working directory] to see your 
current location, and type “ls” to list the files in your directory.   

 In lab 6 the instructions told you that FIRST you have to be in the top level directory 
/home/ugastro, where you will see a login.cl file and many subdirectories with people’s names.  
SECOND, you start IRAF by typing “cl”.  THIRD, now that the terminal is in IRAF and you can 
see that the prompt symbol is “cl>”, you can, within IRAF, “cd directorywithmyname” to get into 
the directory with your data, and start working on data with IRAF. 

 FAQ item #5 above suggested a different approach where you use the command “mkiraf” 
after you “cd” into your data directory, and then start iraf with the command “cl”. 

 

8.  The IRAF display command doesn’t work. 

 If IRAF has been launched correctly, and display still doesn’t work, you may have 
forgotten to specify which fits extensions you want to display.  Recall that I have asked you to 
type in “disp filename.fits[sci] 1”.  The data file has many layers (or extensions) and IRAF needs 
to know which of these it should display.  In this case, the extension is called “sci” and it 
contained within square brackets.  The “1” indicates which frame in DS9 should display the 
image. 

 Sometimes IRAF doesn’t understand that ds9 is availble.  Try quitting IRAF and DS9.  
You can launch ds9 from within iraf by typing the command “!ds9 &” 

 Another problem is that IRAF might display to a ds9 that exists on someone else’s 
terminal.  Within IRAF, you would want to force it to look at your terminal.  Your terminal can 
be designated by either the name or the IP number you see along the top part of the LCD frame.  
The IRAF command is “set node=”myterminal_name_or_number!”   [don’t forget the 
exclamation point]. 
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9.  Step 8 told me to delete my data, now what? 

 Ooops, the intension here was to show you how to delete a fits file from within IRAF, if 
you wanted to delete files.  Certainly there are times when during data reduction you might create 
a temporary files, e.g., called “temp1.fits”, and you would want to delete it.  To get your original 
data back, you have to start over with the HST archive, or go to the lab web site to get the 
“emergency” data. 

 

10. I am having trouble viewing the images on IDL I keep getting the error: MRDFITS: 
Null image, NAXIS=0. 

 Note that the HST data are stored as multi-extension FITS file. You can read more about 
this in the the telescope and instrument documentation.  All data we have manipulated so far had 
a single extension, so readfits(image) and mrdfits(image, hdr) worked just fine. With multi-
extension FITS file, you *must* use mrdfits(image, hdr, N) where N is the sequential number of 
the extension.   Try using N=1 (or 0 or 2). Just display whatever you read and 
check that it looks like a normal image. 

 

11. Is it possible to ssh into ceres instead of aquarius?  I’ve been trying to login remotely. 

 Whenever anybody logs in to the ugastro network from the outside Aquarius is the first 
machine they see. If you want to go to ceres or any other machine on the network you will have 
to ssh there from Aquarius. 
 
From outside 
 ssh userid@ttauri.ugastro.berkeley.edu 
 pass 
 ssh ugastro@ceres 
 [ugastro password with the two instances of the number 4] 

If you are on a lab computer, just ssh to ceres 

 

12. How do I execute a list of IRAF commands? 

 Method 1:  Type a list of commands into a text file in a nearby available window.  Click-
drag your cursor over the commands you want so that you can copy-paste into the terminal 
window that is running IRAF. 

 Method 2:  Create a simple (ascii) text file with one IRAF command per line.  Save it 
(e.g. call it script1.txt).  Then run it in IRAF with the following syntax: 

 cl>  cl < script.txt 

 Method 3:  Let’s say you want the output of your IRAF commands to be written to a file.  
For instance, the package “imstat” gives you image statistics.  Your command file script.txt could 
have the following three lines: 

 imstat image1.fits[10:100,300:400]  

 imstat image2.fits[10:100,300:400] 

 imstat image3.fits[10:100,300:400] 
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You could then export the results of these commands to a text file by using this syntax: 

 cl>  cl < script.txt > results.txt 

The file “results.txt” will be created and will have three lines that are the output of the three 
commands. 

 

 

 


